SGA Expands In Many Fields

Student Government Association has started the year with greater cooperation from the administration, commented Agnes Kettles, president.

The SGA-sponsored "Gripe-In" last year brought to light many of the problems that were the undercurrent of discontentment in the student body last year, Agnes remarked.

The open discussion which lasted for over three hours considered topics ranging from curfews to teacher evaluations.

Curfews have been changed and dress regulations are more reasonable for the student's convenience.

This idea has already been effective with the religious affairs committee. Jo Ann Gwynn, chairman, commented that her committee is working on a discussion program in which groups will meet informally to talk over problems they face everyday.

Committees are working in every phase of campus interest; to improve the parking facilities in the dormitory area, to spark student interest in such programs as VISTA.

The service committee has titled its year program project Give, according to Maureen Redmond, treasurer in SGA. This program includes the United Fund drive and all other fund raising activities throughout the year, said Maureen.

Plans are underway for the Censorship Ball. The date of the Ball has been set for Nov. 1, according to Agnes Kettles.

SGA is inaugurating a public relations committee, that will work for better coordination between the SGA and the student body, Agnes reported.

Agnes also stated that she hopes that this public relations committee will be able to dispel some of the myths that exist on campus.

New Dean Appointed

Sister Hellen Named as New Dean of Students

Formerly a full time instructor of chemistry at Barry, Sister Hellen Duggan was designated dean of students in late May. The appointment was made by Mother Rosemary, Mother General, with the approval of Barry's president, Sister Duggan.

Though Sister Hellen was not specifically trained for her new position, she said that the appointment "was not entirely unexpected" before the official announcement.

Coming back to Barry last year after an absence of 14 years, Sister Hellen found "twice as many students, and three times as many buildings." Her only complaint was that she was unable to know all the students personally.

Sister continued to say that she is looking forward to "working with SGA for further clarification and possible extension of responsibility.

Far from abandoning the academic aspect of the campus, Sister Helen continues to teach Chemistry 105 and 111. "Teaching helps to keep me in touch with the academic part of campus life," she commented.

Sister Helen receives the experience for her position from St. Dominic's College in St. Charles, Ill., where she was dean of women before returning to Barry.

All summer, while settling into her new office and responsibilities, Sister worked closely with Student Government. "I feel very strongly about SGA, and their cooperation between student and faculty. They have self-assurance, capability, and responsibility."

Sister continued to say that she is looking forward to "working with SGA for further clarification and possible extension of responsibility."

Formerly Sister Ann Charles, Sister Helen is very much in favor of the new curfew changes put into effect this year. "Young women of college age," she stated, "should have the opportunity to make mature judgments about their own lives."

A new attitude of student participation is now permeating the Barry campus, according to Sister Helen. She indicated that Sister Dorothy has asked for more complete student representation in many areas.

Students have turned in over one hundred nominations for this new post, Miss Edelman said.
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Named to Paper

Miss Sandra Edelman follows Sister Bernard Michael in the post of moderator to the Angelicus. Sister announced her resignation the end of last semester.

Miss Edelman is presently working on her master degree in English as well as assisting Dr. J. P. Koreck, Jr. in an editorial capacity on the Barry Marby.

After receiving her Bachelor of Arts degree at Avila College, Kansas City, Mo., Miss Edelman held a four year position as alumni director at Avila. Among her qualifications for this new post, Miss Edelman had the experience as moderator to the Avila College newspaper, while she was assistant to the president of that college.

New Curfew Changes

Curfews for all resident students have been changed.

According to the student handbook, the hours which students should return to the residence house are as follows: for freshmen—Sunday through Thursday, 9:30 p.m., Friday and Saturday, without a male escort 12 a.m., with a male escort, 1 a.m.; sophomore curfew is 10 p.m. Sunday through Thursday and the same as freshmen for Friday and Saturday.

Junior curfew is 11 p.m. during the week and 12 a.m. without a male escort and 2 a.m. with a male escort.

Senior must be back in the residence houses by 12 a.m. during the week and 2 a.m. both nights on the weekend.

Over night permissions require written permission from the parents and a written invitation from the hosts and must be approved by the dean of student office. Permission can be obtained through the house mother on weekends.
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College Expands Faculty

Nearly every department has added new members to the faculty this year. Many teachers are beginning to teach in other areas as well as English literature in Shakespeare.

The English department also has two new graduate assistants in Mrs. Cynthia Clark and Miss Susan McCarthy.

Mrs. Clark received her BA at Barry in French. For her first year in college, she will be taking a French course to help her in her teaching.

Miss McCarthy completed her Bachelor of Arts in June at the University of Miami and is also teaching an introduction to literature form.

Dr. Fredrick Neely is also among the new members of the English department and is now teaching English literature and Shakespeare.

The new English professor has been teaching courses on the English language and composition at Barry this year.

Dr. Stillman commented that he wants to work on finding solutions to college problems. "We are living in an age of anarchy," he said. "I am not convinced that the problems are new, but they are being realized in the light of new circumstances."

Full-Time Nurse Available on Campus

Barry now has a resident nurse. After Miss Bryan, R.N., a graduate of Johns Hopkins in Baltimore, Md., left last year, will replace Miss Bryan every other weekend plus one day a week. The nurse will be on call Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m., 1:30 to 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Senior Directs 'Blithe Spirit'

The drama department will present Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit the Little Theater Oct. 17-19.

The play will be directed by Monica Sullivan, senior drama major.

Blithe Spirit is a comedy dealing with spiritualism and the "world beyond." It involves a man who has just died and is haunted by his first wife, and is being accused of her second wife. A plot to kill her results only in the death of his second wife, and two ghosts who haunt the house.

This is a musical comedy that should be enjoyed by women, said Sister Marie Carol, head of speech and drama.

The drama department is initiating a new system by which a student may purchase a season ticket for $2. This will be a pass to all student productions in the school year. Individual tickets are 50 cents.

Language Department

Sister Bernadette Folland is a new addition to the language department. A French instructor, she is teaching English literature and composition at Barry.

Mr. Clark received her BA at Barry in French. For her first year in college, she will be taking a French course to help her in her teaching.

Miss McCarthy completed her Bachelor of Arts in June at the University of Miami and is also teaching an introduction to literature form.

College Engages Campus Psychiatrist

Barry administrators have recognized the fact that students are facing some difficult problems. They can be a college's greatest challenge to many of them.

This is how Dr. Arthur Stillman, resident psychiatrist at Barry, explained the reasons he was asked to be available for interviews with the students.

Dr. Stillman explained that self doubt and the demands of college can be a college's greatest challenge to many of them.

"We are living in an age of anarchy," he said. "I am not convinced that the problems are new, but they are being realized in the light of new circumstances."

College Engages Campus Psychiatrist

The drama department also has a new addition with Dr. Frederick Seely. Arthur Seely, who is teaching an introduction to literature form, has been teaching courses on the English language and composition at Barry this year.

Tennis Courts Nearing Completion

Three new tennis courts are under construction on the lower tennis courts, and should be completed by the first week of October, according to Mrs. Margaret Ortega, who was appointed to direct the tennis program.

Sister Ann Bernard Goeddeke has been named to the history department, in addition to her duties as a member of the history honor society, Phi Alpha Theta.

Dr. Charles Handerson, who is teaching a course in political science, has been named to the history department.

New System For Sports Initiated

Intramural sports will be played under a new system this year, according to Mrs. Neil Miller, head of physical education.

A faculty advisor from the physical education department has been appointed to organize and co-coach the teams for the tournament.

For the first time, Intramural, scholarship, and varsity teams, will be held to form an intercollegiate team and group teams for the tournament.

Intramural sports, however, will only be held on a limited basis this year, according to the new advisor, who has been appointed to organize the Intramural program.

A college education gives a student the opportunity to play sports, according to Pat Amore, a senior majoring in sociology.

Junior Jaycees Not Involved

The Jaycees have not been brought into the Intramural program, according to Mrs. Amore.

Intramural teams will be limited to a maximum of 20 students, with a minimum of 10.
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**Ramsey Lewis Trio**

**Audience Asks For Encore**

A standing ovation from a standing-room only audience resulted when the Ramsey Lewis Trio gave a concert presented by the Barry College Culture Series. Together with Cleveland Eaton, bassist, and Maurice White, drummer, the "Gentleman of Jazz," played his music—sometimes blue, cosmic, sassy cool, but always swinging and straight from the heart. At one critic said,

The trio opened the concert with "Satin Doll," followed by their own interpretation of Michel Legrand's, "Watch What Happens." In one number, the keyboard was not long enough for Lewis, who carried away with the music, played up the side, over the top and down the outside of the piano to end the arpeggio.

The fast-tempoed pieces had the audience nodding their heads and clapping to the beat. When the trio performed slower numbers, they seemed to hold the audience spellbound. Lewis had command and took the people in any direction he wanted through the music.

Once in a while Lewis teased the audience as he seemed undecided as to which chord or note to play next, and had the people leaning forward at the time of the anticipated note.

In a beautiful medley from "West Side Story," the trio gave well-known songs a new interpretation. Under the master hand of Ramsey Lewis in his inimitable style, it was like hearing a new musical score, yet one warmly familiar.

Maurice White played a running drum solo, accented by two members on the African thumb piano, which met with tremendous applause.

Other selections in the concert included "A Day in the Life of a Fool," "I'm Happy Day," and "By the Time I Get to Phoenix." "In Crowd" was received with immediate applause.

After the standing ovation and the audience's insistent applause, the trio returned to perform their other hit, "Water in the Water."

Things have not always been so wonderful for Lewis through. "There have been several years of down, break, and cracking," Lewis said in an interview. "In 1965 things started getting better. Then and there I was in "West Side Story," and it's been a beautiful life ever since."

Up to now, this internationally known piano stylist has four gold albums and four gold singles, and has been with White and Eaton for three years.

When asked where his particular genius lay, Lewis answered, "Music! A genius just does what he does. Other people evaluate what you do."

Has the Afro-American movement had any influence on the music of Ramsey Lewis? "Yes," he said, "for the last 15 years. The new emphasis on the black culture is only in the minds of the white people. The black people have known it all the time."

**Governor Proclames Independent College Month**

**Release: Publicity Office**

**Private Higher Education Month** is being observed in September by proclamation of Governor Claude Kirk, Jr. The event is being sponsored by the 14 member institutions of Independent Colleges and Universities of Florida (ICUF). The objective of the observance is to spotlight the importance to Florida taxpayers of the ICUF institutions which, this fall, will have a total enrollment of 34,055 full-time students, and operating budgets of more than $95 million. With total assets of $283.6 million, and plant value of $207.3 million, the ICUF institutions constitute an irreplaceable asset to the state of Florida.

In the metropolitan Miami area there are four members of ICUF: Barry College, Biscayne College, Florida Memorial College, and the University of Miami. There are a total of 2,327 full and part-time faculty in the ICUF organization. Regular volunteers, including clergy, number 5,424.

Mrs. Marjella Whipple, of the Barry Publicity office has been asked to represent the ICUF during the month of September.
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**Barry Students**
New Faces

Seen on Campus

The new semester is already becoming routine. The library, canteen and TV lounges are familiar places, but there are many new faces on campus. Sister Helen Daggs is beginning her term as Dean of Students and Sister Linda Bevilacqua is the first Assistant Dean to Students. Almost every department has introduced new members to the faculty.

The Angelicus, with its new staff and moderator, is no different.

All of this adds up to one thing: a lot of confusion. There is only one answer to the problems that face the Barry campus in this new semester. That answer is cooperation. Hopefully, everything will run smoothly, but everyone must take her part.

Although many changes for the better have taken place this year, we still require room for improvement.

The SGA has acted in a positive direction on the respects of the students to allow an opportunity to prove that they are adults, capable of meeting their responsibilities. The important thing here, however, is that the administration has acted on so many of the problems that the SGA has presented to them.

Suggestions made last semester by the students in the SGA sponsored “Grin-up” have been acted upon.

Dress regulations now permit resident students to wear shorts or slacks in the canteen and to metals on Saturday. Curfews have been changed for all classes, and the class officers have been given the choice of moderator.

SGA members have been given a vote in the Dean of Students Council.

All of these developments lead to one main goal, a harmony between a responsible student body and an understanding, responsive administration.

The Angelicus asks that students and administration remember this goal and work toward it consistently.

If the Barry campus is to grow, we must not hesitate in our responsibilities with any kind of malady.

In addition to caring for the physical, the college has also recognized the need of treating emotional problems. A practicing psychiatrist, now available for interviews on campus twice a week.

The college is building up all phases of campus life in the appreciation of the complications that college living in an age that has put a man on the moon.

Signs of Progress

Signs of progress with a trend toward helping the student not only academically, but physically as well, are evident on campus this year.

We now have a full-time registered nurse available on campus. This is a definite improvement over the situation which existed last year in which several student nurses took time from classes and over the situation which existed this year in which several student nurses took time from classes and
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Last year’s editorial board of The Angelicus has passed the baton to a new editor. Karla McGinnis, Jean Leshian, and Margie Bettendorf will all graduate in December.

Sister Bernard Michael has passed her baton to a new moderator, Miss Sandra Edelman.

SGA has many new members this year, and is working toward a responsible, enthusiastic student body. It too, in a sense is passing the baton to the students in the hope that they will do their best to carry on the efforts of their predecessors for the betterment of Barry.

It is the hope of the staff of The Angelicus that no one will stumble and drop the baton of responsibility. It might cost the race—one that we can not afford to lose.

Open Letter

From President

Dear Barry Students,

Though similar to former ones this year will naturally emerge with the new identity. The student body that gives the image will have new characteristics because of new situations and new components. Each person, the old student in the new times, the new student in new environment, each brings a unique visibility, a personality, a special being.

As one walks through Thompson Hall at change of classes or during the noon hour, you immediately wonder if there aren’t lots more people around. Your suspicion is confirmed by fact by a report from the Registrar that enrollment is up nearly six percent. (This is in contrast to the 1.6% increase reported for college enrollments across the country.)

No wonder these first weeks have been such busy ones—orienting, registering, settling.

In spite of increased numbers, and new people, there already appear a cohesion among you as you come together with common objectives but each with your own special desires and special needs. Students have every right to expect strength and support from the academic community as you enter into the experiences of living and learning.

People, occasions and facilities are all here for your benefit. Many are involved in the total pattern that surrounds you. It is your responsibility to examine and respond as fits your personal needs.

Effort has been exerted to provide for your needs as well as could be interpreted, but this is a new year for us, too. Have we estimated rightly? Is there something missing? Our need is for your help to determine your individual needs so that we may partner with you toward fulfillment. No one can tell you what you need any more than another can tell you when you are hungry. The success of your year will be commensurate with the success of our partnership in fostering a living, loving, learning community.

I know you need the completion of the Science-Language Center, the tennis courts, and added parking near Dunspaugh. They are all behind schedule but coming. Some how human planning can’t foresee for human interferences, like strikes and things!

Have a wonderful year! Let me help when I can to make it so.

Yours faithfully,

Sister M. Dorothy Browne,
O.P.
President.

Announcement

To Student Body

The ANGELICUS announces that due to rising costs we have agreed to limit the number of issues in the first semester to one a month.

We hope to return to our original schedule as soon as every other week beginning in January.

A race we must win.

Passing the Baton

Of Responsibility

Many participants have entered the race that will bring Barry into the winners circle as a college that can effectively prepare women for the world of the future.

Relay runners have passed the baton of responsibility on to the next runner, each of whom stand ready to continue the race.

We have a new Dean of Students and for the first time in the history of the college, an Assistant Dean.

Last year’s editorial board of The Angelicus has passed the baton to a new editor. Karla McGinnis, Jean Leshian, and Margie Bettendorf will all graduate in December.

Sister Bernard Michael has passed her baton to a new moderator, Miss Sandra Edelman.

SGA has many new members this year, and is working toward a responsible, enthusiastic student body. It too, in a sense is passing the baton to the students in the hope that they will do their best to carry on the efforts of their predecessors for the betterment of Barry.

It is the hope of the staff of The Angelicus that no one will stumble and drop the baton of responsibility. It might cost the race—one that we can not afford to lose.

Patrick Pfeiffer, Editor
Many Teachers on Loan From Area Colleges

(Continued from Page 3)

Mr. Ernest Gladue, on loan from Barry College, is teaching a course in the history of Communist China.

Nursing

The nursing department has introduced several new members to the Barry faculty.

Sister Judith Ann, acting head of department, graduated from Barry. She completed a degree in nursing. Sister spent four years at Santa Cruz Hospital in Santa Cruz, Calif., before coming here.

Mrs. Mary Liff Jones is a public health nurse and is teaching maternity nursing. Mrs. Jones received her Bachelor of Science degree in health sciences from Flori­dA A & M and her MPA in Edu­cation from the University of Mi­chigan.

She also attended the Uni­versity of Cincinnati Teachers College.

Mrs. Jones taught at Fort Valley State College and Villa Maria College in Erie, Pa., as well as teaching classes in public health for the state of Georgia and for the city of Atlanta.

Sister Anne Marie Desmond, a 1957 graduate of Barry is in public health nursing. Mrs. Desmond was the assistant and then senior supervisor for the Dade county department of public health.

Mrs. Louise McCormick, a 1969 graduate of Barry is conducting a course in medical-surgical nursing. Mrs. McCormick also taught in the summer session for freshmen nurses last summer.

Physical Education

Miss Suzanne Storey is the new addition to the physical education department. Miss Storey did her undergraduate work at the Univer­sity of Texas and University of Miami. She continued graduate studies at the University of Denver.

Theology

Father Paul Thibault, O.F.S., is new to the theology department. Father graduated from Providence College, Rhode Island, in 1960 and entered the Domin­ion Order in 1961.

Father Thibault studied philosophy at De­ver­ey, Mass., and theology at Washington, D.C. He was ordained in 1963 and received his licenti­ate in sacred theology in 1969.

BARRY is Father's first assignment.

Math Department

Dr. Josephina Roland is a new full-time faculty member in the mathematics department. She teaches two classes at Barry mathematics 111-112, as well as two other classes at Barry City. Her husband, Dr. Tomas Rolando, is a full-time faculty member at Barry. They come to our two colleges from Merrimack College.

Music Department

Sister Marie Madalena, the new­est faculty member in the music department, was a former member of the music faculty of Stetson University, a Licenciado, from the University of Santo Do­mingo and a Master of Arts degree from Teachers' College, Columbia University. Sister has also done additional graduate work at the Uni­versity of Michigan.

Sister attended the Interna­tional summer Academy of the Mozar­teum in Salzburg, Austria, in 1966.

At Barry Sister Marie Madalena will give instruction in voice, and set as director of Tara and music director for liturgical functions.

class at Barry city. Her husband, Dr. Tomas Rolando, is a full-time faculty member at Barry. They come to our two colleges from Merrimack College.

They are the first Barry graduates to join the newly formed social work program.

The first year class is the fourth class since the school opened in 1966. Two classes have graduated with their Master Degree in social work.

Students of the school attend classes two full days a week and work under instruction at various social agencies throughout South­ern Florida.

Professor Saul Beinsteins, on leave from the Boston University school of social work, has been named Di­rector of Curriculum for the aca­demic year 1969-70.

Three prominent personalities in the field of social work are recent appointments to the Barry school of social work.

Associate Professor James F. Kennedy, DSW, is known to social workers in the South Florida area for his work as a psychiatric social worker at Jackson Memorial Insti­tute.

Dr. Kennedy, a recent recipient of the Doctor of Social Degree from Smith College school of social work, was at one time instructor in psychiatric social work, University of Miami Medical School, field so­lector, Florida State University and Assistant Professor of Case­work, Kent State University.

Professor Kennedy will teach in the Human Behavior and Methods sequence during the coming year.

Assistant Professor Michael P. Connolly, currently a DSW candidate at the University of Minne­tota will assume teaching duties this year in social welfare, police and services, and the community organization sequences.

Margaret Willow Linn, research social worker for the Veteran's Ad­ministration Hospital, Miami, has been appointed adjunct associate professor of social work for the 1969-70 academic year, during which time she will teach in the research sequence.
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The education department has initiated a system to recognize the internship program.

Seniors intending to teach either on the elementary or secondary levels are working a semester five week internship which has been titled CORE for the education de­partment.

The over 90 students participat­ing in the program begin in the morning with methods courses and then at 10 a.m. they are themselves in the classroom. The transfer to Barry takes a principle of training and teaching course from 10 a.m. until noon, Mondays and Tues­days. Other students take courses in vital forces or in curriculum on Thursdays and Fridays.

The various groups meet between 1 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. and then continue to the area, schools to begin rating on set days of the week.

The courses which extend from this semester into next semester are valued at six credit hours.

Sister Alice Joseph announced that she has not heard any com­plaints from the interning students who are now in their third week of interning.

Sister Thomas Catherine who was mainly responsible for this re­organization is presently in the hos­pital and Sister Alice Joseph has taken over the programs until her return.
Campus Clips

Barry Host To AAUW

Barry will be host to the membership tea and workshop sponsored by the Miami branch of the American Association of University Women, Saturday, Sept. 20 at 2 p.m.

Sister Agnes Cecile, first vice president of the Miami branch AAUW, will direct the workshop, assisted by several faculty members who are also AAUW members. These are Sister Elizabeth Ann, history department; Mrs. Corinne Owens, biology department; and Mrs. Ruth Athlo, nursing department.

Several alumnae also hold membership in this voluntary service organization, commented Sister Agnes Cecile.

1969-1970 parking decals are now available at the Campus Bookstore.

Every motor vehicle is required to have a parking decal in order to park on Barry College parking lots.

YR Dance Scheduled

The Barry Young Republicans are starting off the yearly activities Saturday, Sept. 27. A dance, featuring the Pilot, will be sponsored by the Y.R.'s to raise money for their treasury.

This year, the Y.R.'s hope to send some of their members to the Republican leadership training schools, and to attend the Young Republican conventions in Florida, according to Barbara Souza, Y.R. president.

November 3 and 4, the Y.R.'s are planning a mock primary election for the Florida governorship, and have a convention scheduled for later this month.

In addition, they hope to earn enough money for the activities planned during the year by holding bake sales every week.

Barbara Souza was elected to the office of state secretary during a convention held May 9 and 10 in St. Petersburg, Fla.